DESCRIPTION

Ledger book including articles of incorporation, minutes of meetings, financial statements and register of stock ownership for the Gould Copper Mining Company. Inside the front cover is stamped Case No. 5427, Defendant’s Exhibit 2, Filed Dec. 2, 1914, S.A. Elrod.

1 box, .1 linear ft.

HISTORICAL NOTE

The company was established in Pima County by O. C. Parker, Silas H. Gould, George H. Daily, W. V. Whitmore, and William H. Daily, in 1905, to manage mining claims known as the Gould Mines.

ACQUISITION

Unknown.

ACCESS

There are no restrictions on access to this collection.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society - Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

The collection was processed by Kim Frontz, June 1999.